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DF Inventory - questions for someone with DB experience
Posted by weaverjk - 2007/04/07 00:14

_____________________________________

If anyone has experience with databases and would be willing to assist me (at least by pointing me in the
correct direction) with converting my DF Invetory spreadsheet over to a new system, I'd appreciate it if
you'd drop me a line at weaverjk2002@hotmail.com.
I am a computer guy (have been for 26 years). As I thought they would be boring (those are the
decitions you make when you are 10-16), I stayed away from databases. Now I wish I had kept up with
the DB technology as it grew. I'm looking at taking my Excel spreadsheet and doing something better
with it. Access Database? User Front-end Excel but connected to the Access DB? XML? Something.
When I put the spreadsheet together, I couldn't find a way to keep it such that I could sort the pages and
not screw up all the links. I tried naming cells, but one sheet couldn't refer to the named cell on another
sheet (or that would have worked just perfectly). In the end, my spreadsheet works great, as long as
you don't ever sort it other than how I have it when I "published" it to everyone. Users love to sort things
their own way. I'd like to be able to provide this capability.
I'd appreciate being pointed in the best direction for what I'd like to do.
Per one request, I'll try to update the Excel spreadsheet this month.
I would, however, prefer to have a more user-friendly (and don't forget spiffy) database ready to go.
Thank you much,
John
JKW
============================================================================

DF Inventory - questions for someone with DB experience
Posted by jkratzer - 2007/04/07 14:08

_____________________________________

John;
Didn't someone here post an Excel spreadsheet that worked wonders for them with tracking inventory?
I do a lot of Access db stuff at work (my classification is DB SpecII), and while an Access DB would be
relatively easy to do, if someone out there has already done it, why duplicate effort?
For that matter, TileSystem allows you to both inventory your entire collection AND make maps for
setups - and it works! The only problem is that LoneStarr, being in Germany, has a financial restriction
on getting various pieces photographed and into the system.
I'd seriously recommend checking with pfworks and LoneStarr about TileSystem. You can find them up
in the 'How Do I Use This Stuff' section of the forum.
Jim
============================================================================
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